INTRODUCTION
In laser-plasma acceleratioil erperi~ilents at low density, lneasureinents of MeV electrons have been made [1,2] a.nd attributed to resonant acceleration by large a,inplitude Langinuir waves nonlinearly excited by the laser beams. In la,ser fusion, considerable attention has focussed on indirect drive schemes using hohlrauin ta,rgets where the la.ser bea.ms abli\.te the inside wall of a hohlraum creating a hot plasma. During this phase pa.rametric instabilities can occur, in particu1a.r stimulated Raman instabilities produciilg waves that may accelerate energetic electrons [3] . In addition, a density gradient is often present in a typical l~ol~lraum experiment, since tlie plasma is created by ablation of the inside wall, and its density decrea,ses from tlie wa.11 to the interior of the hohlraum. To simulate wave excitation and electron a.cceleration in these scenarios, tlie combined effect of various types of instability is studied here using a, 1-D Eulerian Vla.sov code [4, 5] .
T H E PHYSICAL MODEL
We consider a linearly polarized electroinagiietic wave propagating along tlie x direction, described by the electric field E, and the magnetic field B,. Tlle wave interacts with a plasma, in which all quantities are talteii to be functions of the loiigituclinal coordinate z and of time only. In our onedimensional model the electron plasina is described by the relativistic Vlasov equation for f (x, p,, t ) :
where y = (1 + p2/m2c2)i a,nd p, = myrc,. Since we are interested in short time scales compared to the ion plasma period, tlie ions are tal<en to be immobile. The transverse velocity u,, generated by the electromagnetic field of the laser, is non-rela,tivistic and obeys -dA,/dt. The 1ongituclina.l electric field is obt.airled self-consistently from Poisson's equation, with n, = J f dp, and E, = -dqi/az. The transverse electromag~letic fields obey Maxwell's equations,
The laser wave enters the computational box from the left side, and encounters the plasma profile shown in Fig 1. Initially, the electron distril~ution function is a relativistic double Maxwellian with two temperatures, with 5% of the total population in the hot tail.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
By writing the pertiilent ecluatiolls in dinlensio~iless form, three dimensioi~less quantities appear to play a crucial role: w,/w,, the ratio of la.ser to plasma frequency; vth/c, the electron thermal velocity; and v,,,/c = eE,/iizw,c, the "quiver" velocity, where E, is the laser electric field. Since, in our case, the plasma frecluency is a funct,ioli of position, \ye ta.ke as a reference w,,, the value of the plasma, frequency a.t the left bountla.ry, corresponding to the density 11. = 12,. In the simulations, these parameters take tlie values w,/w,, = 2.97, v,,,/c = 0.11, vt,,/c = 0.15 in the cold bulk of the plasma, and vth/c = 0.25 in the hot tail. The correspondi~ig value of k, is 2.SwP,c-' and the total length of the plasma is L = 224.4~,,,-'. It is readily sho~\:n t1ia.t the plasma is undercritical with respect to forwascl Ra1na.n scattering (i.e. 12/17., < 4) in the region z < 0.6L = 122cw,0-1. However, since w, > w, everywhere, the 1a.ser wave can penetrate eve11 in the region forbidden to the excited plasma wave.
The plot of the electrosta.tic field (in units of iiaw,c/e) at the end of the simulation (Fig 2) shows that the plasma wave decays exponentially in the region where tlie plasma is overcritical. The corresponding wavenuml3er spectrunl is given in Fig 3, shelving a broad peak a,round 2wp0c-' . Figs 4 and 5 show respectively the spectra, of the baclisca.ttered and forward scattered laser light. In a uniform plasma, one expects to observe Stokes and anti-Stolies light as sidebands of the pump wave at k, f w,,c-' in the forward scatteretl spectrum, a.nd a plasma wave at k, = i~,,c-'. However, due to inhomogeinities, these waveiluml~cr mill experience a shift. Since the density varies slowly compared to the la.ser \va.velength, a WI<B appl.osi~na.tion holds, in wliich one ma.lies use of the local value of the plasma frecluency to derive t,he conditions for resona.nce. A siniple calcula.tion yields the following expressio~ls for tlie pump, Stolies and anti-Stokes waves :
Here Snln, = (12 -12,)/17, increases from zero a t the left bouudary to 2 1.12 a t x = 0.6L where the density becomes critical. Clioosil~g 512/11, = 0.8, we are able to recover with relatively good 
which is sligiitly srna,ller than the observed value. The backscattered light with kB = -2.G5wp,c-' would escit,e a pla.sma wave of wavenumber 2k,, which is however heavily Landau damped (2k,XD PV 0.8) and does not appear in the spectrtuin. Finally, the peak in the electrostatic spectrum a.t r~ 0 . 2 5~~)~~-I r o~~g l~l y i~latclies the width of the plasma wave envelope. The acceleration of electrons to rela.tivistic velocities is shown in Fig G by plotting the distribution function, integra.ted in spa.ce between .z. = I,/':! and .z. = 3L/4, at the end of the simulation. Energies up to 1.5 MeV a.re obtained, in the presence of a. laser field of intensity 2.5 x 10'"cn~-~ in a plasma density 12, = 1019cnz-3.
In conclusion, we 11a.ve proclucecl numerical results of electron acceleration in a nonuniform plasma by stimula.ted Raman scattering. When the density gra,client is sma.11 coillpared to the laser wavelength, a WI<B estima.te gives the correct \vavenumbers, provided a suita.l~le "effective" density is used. Different density profiles could yield a more coniples behaviour.
